HICS: Highly charged ion collisions with surfaces
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ABSTRACT

The layout of a new instrument designed to study the interaction of highly charged ions with surfaces, which consists of an ion source, a beamline including charge separation and a target chamber, is presented here. By varying the charge state and impact velocity of the projectiles separately, the dissipation of potential and kinetic energy at or below the surface can be studied independently. The target chamber offers the use of tunable metal–insulator–metal devices as detectors for internal electronic excitation, a time-of-flight system to study the impact induced particle emission and the possibility to transfer samples \textit{in situ} to an ultra high vacuum (UHV) scanning probe microscope. Samples and detectors can be prepared \textit{in situ} as well. As a first example data on graphene layers on SrTiO\textsubscript{3} which have been irradiated with Xe\textsuperscript{36+} are presented.

1. Introduction

The interaction between energetic ions and solid surfaces may be studied in many different ways. To get the complete picture one has to look upon several different energy dissipation mechanisms. The kinetic energy of the projectile is transferred by either elastic collisions (nuclear stopping) or by electronic stopping, while its potential energy can be transferred by electron capture, Auger and radiative transitions. The energy dissipation manifests itself e.g. in the emission of sputtered particles (ions, neutrals and clusters) \cite{1}, in the emission of electrons \cite{2,3} or in the creation of permanent modifications at the surface \cite{4–6}. If slow highly charged ions are used as projectiles, a wide range of these processes can be studied \cite{7} without the need of a large scale accelerator facility.

In order to investigate the interaction of slow highly charged ions with surfaces a new ultra high vacuum (UHV) system with the name HICS (highly charged ions collisions with surfaces) has been constructed. HICS consists of three major parts, the ion source (1), the beamline (2) including charge separation (3) and ion deceleration (4) and the target chamber (5) as shown in Fig. 1.

2. HICS

To produce highly charged ions a Dresden EBIT (electron beam ion trap, \cite{8}, from DREBIT GmbH) is mounted on the HICS setup. The operation principle is based on ionisation by successive electron collisions while trapping the ions in an electric and magnetic field \cite{9}. The created charge state distribution depends on the time the ions are trapped within the drift tube and can be checked by detecting the X-ray emission spectrum (AmpTek XR-100CR detector). When opening the trap by lowering the voltage of the front electrode, a short ion pulse is released into the beamline. A "leaky" operation mode, where the trap is not completely closed and produces a continuous beam, is also possible, but the creation of highly charged ions is less effective due to the shorter time the ions remain in the trap. As projectiles noble gases like argon (up to Ar\textsuperscript{18+}) and xenon (up to Xe\textsuperscript{46+}) are used. The gas pressure during operation is typically between 1 · 10\textsuperscript{-10} and 6 · 10\textsuperscript{-9} mbar, with a base pressure below 10\textsuperscript{-10} mbar. The drift tubes of the ion trap have a potential between 5 and 15 kV with reference to the beamline and the trap depth is typically 100 V. To obtain a well defined charge state from the distribution the ion pulse is led into a bending sector magnet (Danfysik). A measurement of the ion current in a Faraday cup behind the magnet (bending radius of 90°) reveals the different ion charge states.
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for a given magnetic field. Selecting a single charge state from this distribution can be done by choosing an appropriate magnetic field and limiting the beam width to a beam consisting of a single charge state by a variable slit.

As the drift tubes have an electric potential \( U_D \) of several kilovolts with reference to the beamline, the ions with charge state \( q \) enter the beamline with a kinetic energy of \( E_{\text{kin}} = q \cdot U_D \). The beamline is kept at ground potential for security and handling reasons and so is the irradiated sample. Therefore, a simple electric field between the beamline and the target cannot be used to decelerate the ions. Instead, a device which we call an ion escalator (IE) has been implemented. It consists of a 53 cm long metallic tube within the beamline, which is connected to a fast high voltage switch (Behlke HTS 151-03 GSM). The IE is positioned after the sector magnet to keep the ions at high velocity as long as possible.

A scheme of the operating principle can be seen in Fig. 2. Before the ion bunch arrives at the IE it is at beamline potential. Once the whole ion bunch has entered the tube the voltage is switched to a high negative potential, smaller than the value of the drift tube potential \( |U_D| < |U_E| \). At typical extraction voltages of a few kV, the length of the ion bunch is shorter than the IE tube length. The switching is triggered by a programmable delay generator, which, in turn, is triggered by a signal generated by the opening of the ion source. Due to the fast rise time of approximately 20 ns, switching of the potential is completed before the ion bunch reaches the end of the tube. The variation of the potential has no effect on the velocity of the ions because the electric field in the interior of the tube remains zero. When the ions leave the IE they are decelerated by the remaining potential difference between the IE (now at negative potential) and the target (at ground potential). A 5-segment decelerating lens positioned between the end of the IE tube and the sample holder is used to focus the ion bunch onto the target. In summary, this setup allows the irradiation of targets with a constant kinetic energy as low as \( E_{\text{kin}} \approx 2000 \text{ eV} \) independent of the charge state.

The target is mounted on a 5-axis manipulator in the irradiation chamber. To measure the primary ion current the manipulator is equipped with a Faraday cup. Three metal pins are mounted on the sample holder to contact the surface of the sample, so that metal–insulator–metal (MIM, see Fig. 3) junctions can be used to study electronic excitations below the surface [10–12]. The irradiated top metal layer is typically 25 nm thick, the insulator is about 3 nm thick. Excited electrons and holes can tunnel from the top metal film into the bottom metal substrate, where they can be detected as an internal emission current. By applying a bias voltage between the two metal electrodes the potential barrier can be varied so that the MIM acts as an energy dispersive element. MIM junctions consisting of silver on aluminum-oxide/aluminum have already been successfully used in previous studies [11,12]. In the future, alternative junctions consisting of gold on tantalum-oxide/tantalum will be used, as well as different projectiles and higher charge states.

The setup is designed to be equipped with a time-of-flight (TOF) system [13] for the detection of sputtered particles that is currently under construction. This mass spectrometer will encompass laser post-ionisation to allow the detection of secondary ions and neutrals. In this way, sputter yields as well as ionisation probabilities of sputtered particles can be measured as a function of the potential energy of the projectile, thus allowing to investigate the influence of electronic substrate excitations on the particle emission characteristics.

### 4. Surface modifications

Next to the irradiation chamber a sample preparation chamber is mounted where thin films can be evaporated onto samples by molecular beam epitaxy. In this way the thickness of the top layer of a MIM junction can be easily modified. The preparation chamber is equipped with a load lock system that allows for easy sample exchange as well as sample transfer to other UHV setups such as scanning probe microscopy (SPM) by means of a mobile vacuum system. Thus, it is possible to study ion induced surface modifications without breaking the vacuum. A direct mounting of the UHV-SPM to the HICS setup is not favourable due to mechanical vibrations from the beamline which would prevent atomic resolution.

As a preliminary result, data that was obtained from a graphene sample that has been irradiated in the HICS setup, are presented here. The sample has been prepared ex situ by mechanical exfoliation of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite [14] on the surface of a
SrTiO₃(100) single crystal (Crystec, Berlin) [15]. This system represents a model system for a thin metal film (graphene) on an insulating substrate (SrTiO₃). It has been irradiated with 150 keV Xe³⁶⁺ ions applying a fluence of 1 \times 10⁹ ions/cm². As finding graphene in a dedicated UHV AFM is very time consuming we chose to use an ambient AFM for demonstration purposes. In Fig. 4 one can clearly identify single nanosized hillocks protruding from the substrate surface. These hillocks appear to be identical to the ones found in experiments on CaF₂ [16] and to the ones found in swift heavy ion irradiation experiments [17,18]. This could be due to the fact that both types of irradiation induce predominantly strong electronic excitations which have been shown to lead to local melting processes. In the present work hillocks are also found on the surface areas covered with graphene. They appear significantly smaller and from a preliminary analysis they also seem to be less in number, depending on the number of graphene layers. For coverages of several graphene layers no defects could be found at all. The latter could be due to an extremely efficient energy dissipation process in the graphene layer compared to the insulating substrate. From a detailed analysis of this kind of experiments we hope to learn more about the physical processes related to highly charged ion impacts on such surfaces.

5. Summary and outlook

The new HICS system presented here will allow detailed investigations of the ion–surface interaction process. Potential and kinetic energy may be varied separately in a wide range including very high charge states at very low energies. Detection methods include a TOF mass spectroscopy system for the sputtered particles, metal–insulator–metal devices to study internal excitations as well as the possibility to study ion induced modifications in situ by means of scanning probe microscopy. The preparation chamber allows in situ sample and MIM-preparation. Future extensions will include laser post-ionisation to detect also neutral particles as well as a surface barrier detector to obtain complementary data on external electron emission.
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